Project workshop

Contemporary issues in gender and development

25-26 October 2016
Sustainability/Library, Katajanokanlaituri 6B, Helsinki, Finland

Tuesday 25 October

08:30 – 08:45 Registration - coffee 3rd floor

08:45 – 09:00 Opening remarks

09:00 – 10:30 Session 1
Conor Carney and Monica Carney
Impact of soil conservation adoption on intra-household allocations in Zambia

Elizabeth Cudeville, Charlotte Guénard and Anne-Sophie Robilliard
Family structure and women empowerment in rural Senegal

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee – 3rd floor lobby

11:00 – 12:30 Session 2
Alice Evans
Urban social change and rural continuity in gender ideologies and practices

Sarah Dong
The differential impact of economic crises on men and women, and its connection to intra-household bargaining

12:30 – 12:40 Group photo – Library stairs

12:40 – 13:40 Lunch at Wanha Satama, Pikku Satamakatu 3-5, 00161 Helsinki

13:40 – 15:10 Session 3
Virginie Comblon and Karine Marazyan
Social networks in Senegal: The role of strong and weak ties in job search

Karen Codazzi Pereira, Valeria Pero and André Sant’Anna
Gender identity and female labour supply in Brazil

15:10 – 15:40 Coffee – 3rd floor lobby

15:40 – 17:10 Session 4
Julia Anna Matz and Linguère Mously Mbaye (via Skype)
Migration and the autonomy of women left behind

Carolina Castilla (via Skype)
Political role models and women’s bargaining power inside the household: Evidence from India

19:00 Dinner at The Cock restaurant, Fabianinkatu 17, 00130 Helsinki, http://thecock.fi/
### Wednesday 26 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09:00 – 10:30 | **Session 5**                                | Ramaele Moshoeshoe  
Child gender, family environments and investments, and human capital development in Tanzania  
Alban Ahoure, Jose Carlos Kimou, Giulia La Mattina and Gabriel Picone  
Female managers and gender gaps within the firm. Evidence from three Sub-Saharan African countries |
| 10:30 – 11:00 | **Coffee – 3th floor lobby**                 |                                                                                                  |
| 11:00 – 12:30 | **Session 6**                                | Soazic Elise Wang Sonne  
Does a higher women’s intrahousehold bargaining power trigger clean fuel adoption in Senegal?  
Isabel Ruiz and Carlos Vargas-Silva (via Skype)  
The impact of hosting refugees on the intra-household allocation of tasks and time: A gender perspective |
| 12:30 – 13:30 | **Lunch at Wanha Satama, Pikku Satamakatu 3-5, 00161 Helsinki** |                                                                                                  |